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Haute Photographie Introduces Haute Talents 2019 

Haute Photographie is delighted to announce this year’s selection of Haute Talents. The 
program provides a platform for exceptional photography talent to showcase their work 
among internationally renowned artists and galleries at Haute Photographie 2019, 
taking place during Art Rotterdam Week. The selected photographers will be presenting 
a selection of works from 7-10 February at LP2 in Las Palmas, Rotterdam. 

The Haute Talent Program supports six photographers who have recently graduated 
from Dutch art academies or just started their practice as autonomous art 
photographers. The selected artists for the 2019 edition of the Haute Talent Program 
are:  

Lisette Appeldorn (1988, NL) 
Lisette Appeldorn has an obsession with masks made from different materials, draping 
different colors and textures over the human body. By hiding the face, Appeldorn has 
control over the portrayed emotions. Lisette Appeldorn graduated from HKU, Utrecht in 
2014. 

BILENBILEN (1988, NL) 
BILENBILEN (Bilen Küçükodabasi) is an image-maker working with photography. His 
works tell stories based on dreams and memories from his childhood. Using 
photography, fashion, and surrealism as well as graphic arts techniques, he shapes the 
images from his dreams in the here and now. BILENBILEN graduated from Willem de 
Kooning Academy, Rotterdam in 2018. 

Lucas Hardonk (1979, NL) 
Lucas Hardonk uses photography as a tool to research the mechanisms of processing 
information. He physically alters and manipulates photographic prints; dissecting, 
layering, xeroxing, and printing on unconventional materials are all part of his practice. 
Lucas Hardonk graduated from the KABK, The Hague in 2010. 

Nora Papp (1975, CH) 
Nora Papp deconstructs digital images on Instagram to collect ‘aesthetic data’. With the 
help of imaging software, she combines the collected data of an image into new, abstract 
images, while listing the values she considers artistically significant. Nora Papp 
graduated from Gerrit Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam in 2018. 

Merel Schoneveld (1983, NL) 
Capturing and collecting moments of the lives of total strangers has become an 
obsession for Merel Schoneveld. Walking the streets with her camera for hours on end, 
she loses herself in a meditative and intuitive state of mind. Schoneveld is a self-taught 
photographer since 2016. 
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Joost Termeer (1991, NL) 
Filled with vivid light and colour, symbols of masculinity, sex, and escapism, the work of 
Joost Termeer is focused on the way we read, consume, and use images. Taking 
inspiration from mass tourism and consumption, advertisement and hyperreality, he 
combines images from travels to southern Europe with studio images and collages. Joost 
Termeer graduated from HKU, Utrecht in 2018. 

About the Haute Talent Program 
The six artists were selected by Haute Photographie, in collaboration with New Dutch 
Photography Talent. The artists are guided towards their first commercial appearance in 
three coaching meetings with the curators Roy Kahmann and Willemijn van der Zwaan. 
These meetings offer an opportunity to discuss artistic and commercial aspects of the 
presentation, as well as the further development of the artist’s oeuvre. Additionally, the 
transportation, production, and presentation costs for creating the new works are 
supported by Haute Photographie and main sponsor Loyens&Loeff.  
The previously unseen works of the artists will be exhibited as part of the group 
exhibition at Haute Photographie 2019. As a photography fair with a unique concept, set 
up without traditional booths, Haute is a meeting place for artists, curators, and 
collectors – both seasoned and young – and anyone with a love for photography. 

Willemijn van der Zwaan, co-curator of the Haute Talent Program: 
“The first two editions of Haute Talent have introduced the photography world to some 
great talents and it’s been a delight to see a lot of them thrive, with winning grants, 
publishing books and exhibiting their work all over the globe. This year, we have once 
again selected a very varied group of artists, whose enthusiastic and open attitude has 
been a joy to work with. We are excited to provide them with the great platform of 
Haute Photographie.” 

Haute Photographie 
7 – 10 February 2019 
LP2 in Las Palmas, Rotterdam 
VIP Preview: 6 February, 11.00-18.00  

Opening: 6 February, 18.00-23.00 
Open for public: Thu-Sat: 10.00-19.00 | Sun: 10.00-17.00 
www.haute-photographie.com  

Special offer Aesthetica  

Aesthetica Magazine creates a visual bridge between the latest developments in Visual 

Arts, Architecture, Design and Photography, providing year-round inspiration. As one of 

the world’s leading publications, each issue explores both emerging and established 

practitioners taking innovative and exciting steps. Aesthetica is a go-to-guide for all art 

and culture lovers.  Subscribe for just £20.95 

http://www.haute-photographie.com
http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/buy/one-year-subscription/
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Editors’ Note:  

For press inquiries, please contact:  

Maxi Meissner  
maxi@haute-photographie.com 

+31647941522  

Low-res image material can be previewed here. 

Note: Please contact Maxi Meissner for more information and high-res image material. 

Haute Photographie 

Haute Photographie is an international photography fair with a refreshing take on the 

fair format. Initiated by Roy Kahmann, director of Kahmann Gallery, publisher of GUP 
Magazine, and a long-term advocate of photography in the Netherlands, Haute was 

officially launched as part of Art Rotterdam Week in February 2017. The fair takes a 

carefully curated exhibition as its starting point, which provides a fascinating look at 

photography as a fine art medium. Accompanied by a focus exhibition on young Dutch 

photography talent, a talks program in association with Nederlands Fotomuseum, a book 
market, and more, Haute will return to be a must-visit during the Rotterdam Art Week 

2019, one of the key events in contemporary art in the Netherlands.  

New participating galleries include The Little Black Gallery (UK), Case Publishing (JP/NL), 

and Gallery 51 (BE) who will be exhibiting alongside returning galleries as  Howard 
Greenberg Gallery (US), Bildhalle (CH), The Ravestijn Gallery (NL) and many other others. 

Roy Kahmann 

Roy Kahmann (1959) is one of the strongest advocates of photography in the 
Netherlands. His love affair with the medium started in the late 1970s, when he worked 

on the book Amsterdam with Ed van der Elsken, and subsequently bought his first 

picture from him for 25 guilders. This would be the first in a collection that now consists 

of thousands of prints. Kahmann started his eponymous Kahmann Gallery in 2005, and 
launched GUP Magazine in the same year. He continues to be involved with various 

initiatives in the world of photography, Haute Photographie being his latest endeavour.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SCR4kUsZX2uaJ7LFPcq8eo8NiofHn5Bq?usp=sharing

